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Abstract
A proof is presented that gene regulatory networks (GRNs) based solely on transcription factors can-
not control the development of complex multicellular life. GRNs alone cannot explain the evolution
of multicellular life in the Cambrian Explosion. Networks are based on addressing systems which
are used to construct network links. The more complex the network the greater the number of links
and the larger the required address space. It has been assumed that combinations of transcription
factors generate a large enough address space to form GRNs that are complex enough to control
the development of complex multicellular life. However, it is shown in this article that transcription
factors do not have sufficient combinatorial power to serve as the basis of an addressing system for
regulatory control of genomes in the development of complex organisms. It is proven that given n
transcription factor genes in a genome and address combinations of length k then there are at most
n/k k-length transcription factor addresses in the address space. The complexity of embryonic de-
velopment requires a corresponding complexity of control information in the cell and its genome.
Therefore, a different addressing system must exist to form the complex control networks required for
complex control systems. It is postulated that a new type of network evolved based on an RNA-DNA
addressing system that utilized and subsumed the extant GRNs. These new developmental control
networks are called CENES (for Control genes). The evolution of these new higher networks would
explain how the Cambrian Explosion was possible. The architecture of these higher level networks
may in fact be universal (modulo syntax) in the genomes of all multicellular life.
Key words: Addressing systems, transcription factors, gene regulatory networks, control entropy, genome control archi-
tecture, developmental control networks, CENES, CENOME, interpretive-executive system, multicellular development, em-
bryogenesis, evolution, Cambrian Explosion, computational modeling, multi-agent systems, multicellular modeling.
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1 Introduction
It is a generally accepted view that networks of protein transcription factors (TFs) control the develop-
ment of organisms by controlling the expression of genes. Such networks are known as Gene Regulatory
Networks (GRNs). Here I show that it is impossible for networks based solely on protein transcription
factors to control the development of complex organisms. Hence, transcription factor networks cannot
explain the development, origin and evolution of multicellular life. The reason that transcription factors
fail is that they have limited combinatoric capacity. The address space they can form is too small. This
puts inherent limits on the size of the networks TFs can generate. In consequence, the addressing sys-
tem required by complex developmental control networks cannot be based on combinations of protein
transcription factors alone. Furthermore, the protein code is inexact with no apparent canonical, com-
positional relationship existing between transcription factor combinations and the cis promoters. The
code of life that is interpreted by the cell to control the development of an embryo is still hidden in the
genome.
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An alternative theory of developmental control is presented based on an RNA-DNA addressing system
that has the combinatorial capacity to form complex developmental control networks (CENEs) and,
thereby, have the capacity to generate complex multicellular life. CENEs utilize, subsume and control
GRNs in order to control gene expression and cell actions. Given that pre-Cambrian life was controlled
by TF-based GRNs then this put inherent limits on the complexity of ancient, pre-Cambrian bacteria and
multicellular life. I propose that there was a switch in the addressing system that made large, complex
developmental control networks (CENEs) possible. These new networks based on RNA-DNA utilized
their predecessor TF-networks to control cell action. The evolution of the combinatorially powerful
addressing system and the networks they generated made the Cambrian Explosion possible. The DNA
code of the addressing system and their networks may be universal, modulo syntax, to all multicellular
life. The architectural properties of these networks have direct implications for deciphering the hidden
code of life that forms up to 95% of the noncoding genome of humans and other organisms. Given,
as I have proposed, that stem cell and cancer networks are developmental control networks [14], the
discovery of this hidden code has direct relevance to human health.
One of the most fundamental questions of biology is how multicellular life evolved. What allowed
multicellular life to evolve so quickly and with great diversity in the Cambrian Explosion? What makes
complex multicellular life and multicellular development possible? Here I argue that the current domi-
nant theory of gene regulation cannot explain the development and evolution of complex multicellular
organisms. The development of complex multicellular organisms requires complex developmental con-
trol networks (CENEs) that regulate cell actions such as cell division, movement and communication
(by subsuming and utilizing GRNs to control gene expression). These higher level developmental con-
trol networks are encoded in the genomes of organisms. Simulations support the general principle that
the more complex the organism the more complex its developmental control network.
2 Networks are based on addressing systems
Networks consist of nodes connected by links. The links in networks are encoded by means of an
addressing system that relates one node in a network with another node when those nodes contain
addresses that match in some way. The addresses in an addressing system are created by combining
basic address elements (elementary units of combination). All the possible addresses that can be formed
by a given set of basic elements is called the address space of a given addressing system.
The implementation of a complex developmental control network requires an addressing system with
enough different addresses to form the links between all the different control points or nodes in that
network. Hence, the larger the network, the greater is the number of nodes and links required. Each link
requires at least two addresses, one for the source and one for the target. Thus, the larger the network,
the larger the address space of possible addresses has to be.
Therefore, complex multicellular organisms require an addressing system that has sufficient combina-
torial power to generate an address space containing all the addresses needed by the developmental
control networks that generate such complex multicellular life.
3 Gene Regulatory Networks GRNs
Current theory is that gene regulatory networks (GRNs) based on protein transcription factors (TFs)
control the development of organisms. The links in a GRN network are based on TFs and the promoters
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they activate by landing and binding to those promoters. Directed links in a network consist of a source
with an address and a target with a matching catching address. It is thought that the source of a link is
a combination of TFs that are caught by cis promoters of genes. Thus, the GRN address space encoded
in a genome consists of two types of encoded addresses: the source DNA sequences that encode the
TF-genes (which generate TF-proteins), and their target cis promoters which are also encoded as DNA
sequences1. In order to be potentially activated, TF genes themselves have cis promoters that are targets
for other TFs. Thus, transcription factors genes and TF-proteins and their cis promoters can form
cascades and networks of interlinked nodes. These links of TFs and their cis promoters form the links
in GRNs.
4 GRNs control cell actions
Networks control cell actions. In bacteria protein transcription factors (TFs) and their promoters control
the activation and inhibition of genes. It has long been assumed that TFs are sufficient to control the de-
velopment of complex multicellular life [6, 5, 3, 4]. The links in Gene Regulatory Networks (GRNs) are
hypothesized to consist of TFs and their promoter targets [7]. It is thought that combinations of TFs have
sufficient combinatorial power to form the large address space needed to build complex GRNs.
I will argue that GRNs based on TFs are fundamentally inadequate as networks for the control of multi-
cellular development because the addressing system on which GRNs are based has limited combinato-
rial power. The address space of TFs and their cis promoters is too limited and hence the networks that
can be constructed using this address space are inherently limited and are too small to do the job. In other
words, GRNs based on TFs cannot generate complex multicellular life because they have limited com-
binatorial capacity and, therefore, cannot be used as an addressing system for complex developmental
control networks (CENEs). If my proof is correct then there are significant implications for the evolution
of multicellular life. These and their relevance to the Cambrian Explosion are discussed.
5 Combinatorics of network addressing systems
Networks are based on addressing systems. The links in a network relate two nodes by means of
addresses that match. A letter posted in the mail gets to its target because it has the address of the
receiver. The address forms a link from sender to receiver. The return address forms a link from receiver
to sender. A system of addresses is usually based on combinations of basic units such as numbers or
letters. For example, the address combination (a,b,c) is different from (a,b,d).
If the the address elements are ordered where for example, (a,b,c) is different from (b,a,c) then the
number of combinations of n elements of length k is nk. Given the order of the elements does not matter
the number of address combinations C of length k that can be generated from n elements is given by the
standard formula of combinatorics:
C(n, k) = ( nk ) = n!k!(n − k)! (5.1)
For n = 1000 elements and addresses of length k = 4, C(1000, 4) ≥ 4.14171247 × 1010 address combi-
nations.
1The matching relation between the TF-gene address and its cis promoter address is not straightforward. TFs bind to cis
promoter sites often in combination with other TFs. It has been said there is no TF code or at least not one based on straightforward
matching such as antisense molecular binding.
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Hence, given that there are between 1,000 and 2,600 TF genes in the human genome [1] one gets a vast
number of possible addresses from which (it has been assumed that) complex GRNs can be constructed.
Therefore, TFs appear to have sufficient combinatorial power to serve as the basis for the evolution of
the complex control networks necessary for the embryogenesis of complex multicellular life.
6 Why TFs won’t work as an addressing system
However tempting, this solution will not work. The problem is that there is an implicit but necessary as-
sumption of combinatorics needed for the generating the address space that fails for protein TFs.
6.1 The reusability assumption of combinatorics
To generate multiple combinations from a basic set of elements it is a central assumption of combina-
torics that these elements can be repeatedly used in the construction of the combinations. For example,
the combinations (a,b,c), (a,b,d), (a,b,f) repeat the use of a and b. If these letters cannot be reused then
the address space becomes extremely limited. From n elements for addresses of length k we get at most
n/k addresses.
6.2 The reusability assumption fails for transcription factors
Protein transcription factors TFs are usually generated from single copy genes on each homologous
chromosome. To use a TF its gene must be activated by at least one other TF that lands on its promoter.
Each time a TF is used it must be activated by a TF. That activating TF must in turn be activated by yet
a third TF, etc. One way to get out of this infinite regress is to have a cycle of TFs that activated each
other. The simplest cycle is a self-activating TF whose promoter binds its own TF. Longer cycles lead
to a complex cascade of TFs at least one of which loops back to the start TF to initiate the same cascade
over and over again. In fact, this actually happens when maternal TFs, which are inherited from one or
both parents and located in the fertilized egg, bootstrap and initiate embryogenesis.
The problem is that the maximum length of such a cascade is equal to the total number TF-genes
encoded in the genome. If the network is not just a cycle but is instead a complex developmental
network such as a tree with loops, then the maximum number of TFs available as address links between
control nodes for use in the network is again limited to the copy number of TF-genes in the genome. If
the minimum address is of length k then with n TFs there are only n/k addresses available. For 1000
TFs and addresses of length 2, we get only 500 nodes in the network.
This puts severe restrictions on the possible complexity of such control networks. The reason is that
the address space is too limited because of the failure of the reusability assumption of combinatorics.
Each use of a TF requires a new, separate TF. A hierarchy of TFs will not help ameliorate this fatal flaw.
Because, each reuse of a higher level TF2 to activate a lower level TF1 requires a new TF3 to activate
TF2 which then activates TF1.
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7 Why cis regulatory sites are not sufficient
One might think to avoid this limitation by constructing cis regulatory promoters in arbitrary combi-
nations2. Clearly, the binding sites of protein TFs can be and are repeated in genomes. Hence, we
can construct arbitrarily many cis promoter addresses that catch TFs. Thus the possible cis address
space does satisfy the formula C(n, k) = CisAdr(n, k) = n!/k!(n − k)! giving us a vast space of possible
addresses.
The problem with this counter move is that to control the unique activation of these addressable cis
areas of genes, we require unique combinations of TFs. But we only have at most n/k such TF address
combinations available. Hence, we either have entropic TF addressing or the TF addresses are too
limited to cover the cis address space.
7.1 Notation and definitions
To see why, we need some notation and definitions. A given cis address of length k has the form∨tf1,∨tf2, . . . , ∨tfk where each ∨tfi is the catching address of some TF-protein ○tfi. (When clarity requires
it we use the notation ∧tf for the TF-gene that generates the TF-protein, otherwise, if it is clear from
the context TF will refer either to the TF-gene that generates the TF-protein or to the TF-protein itself.)
We say an address has OR-address matching (OR-addressing) if the gene it controls is activated if any
one of the catcher’s ∨tfs is loaded by its matching ○tf protein. With OR-addressing only one of the
TFs in a TF address combination has to match a catching cis promoter address to activate the gene.
One has AND-address matching (AND-addressing) if all of the catcher ∨tfs have to be loaded by their
matching ○tf to activate the gene that the cis address controls. With AND-addressing each TF-protein in
a TF-protein address combination has to match a corresponding catching subaddress in a cis promoter
address.
Let AdrTF(n, k) be the space all possible addresses of length k that can be formed from n catching ∨tfs.
Given the combinations are unordered, the number of elements in AdrTF(n, k) is C(n, k). If, on the one
hand, we have OR-address matching then there is an inherent address entropy (ambiguity) such that any
given ∧tf combination matches (and activates) a potentially large subset of cis promoter addresses ∨tf in
AdrTF(n, k).
8 Control entropy
While OR-addressing is well and good for activating sets of genes (which are indeed needed for some
cellular actions or processes), cis addressing combinatorics using only ∧tfs and their catcher ∨tfs, can-
not be used for fine grained, complex global control of development because address entropy leads to
network entropy and network control entropy. It is like trying to steer two cars and drive them to two
different cities having only one steering wheel. When you get to the corner one car has to go the left
and other has to go the right. This is control entropy.
If, on the other hand, we have AND-addressing then a given TF address combination matches only one
cis address in AdrTF(n, k). AND-addressing can only pick out a singleton subset of addresses out of
the range of possible cis addresses in AdrTF(n, k) . Hence, AND-addressing cannot be used to cover
2This has been proposed by Carroll when he assumes all evolutionary change occurs in cis promoter regions [3, 4].
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the possible cis promoter addressing space. Hence, it cannot be used to build complex developmental
control networks. Therefore, either TF-addressing is either too general or too restrictive.
The set of cis addresses actually used as promoters to genes need not be and in general will not be equal
to the set of all possible addresses AdrTF(n, k). In a genome a cis catching address can be repeated
over and over again. Only the TF-genes that generate TF-proteins that land on and load cis catching
promoter addresses have limited copy numbers. Given any TF-gene ∧tf, then for any gene in a genome
we could construct a cis promoter address ∨tf for that gene so that the ∧tf address matches the cis address.
Hence for any gene and any ∧tf we can construct a link from the ∧tf to the gene by placing a catching
cis promoter address ∨tf in front of the gene. However, because of the limited copy number of TF-
genes (∧tfs) relative to the number of genes, one cannot have a one-to-one mapping from ∧tfs to genes.
Therefore, a given ∧tf either activates one gene or a set of genes. Given n ∧tfs they can at most control
n unique genes or n subsets of genes. Therefore, while we can repeat a whole cis address, this would
again lead to address entropy, which leads to network entropy and control entropy.
8.1 Example of control entropy
The situation is analogous to trying to control a candy vending machine that has an array of 5 by
10 candy box selections with only two buttons, but where button combinations are not allowed. The
engineer faced with controlling this machine either has to associate a button with a unique candy box or
the engineer has to associate a button with a subset of boxes. Then depending on the how the engineer
programmed the button if you push one button you either get one candy or a set of candies. Without
combinatoric addresses you cannot program this machine to give the user the choice of any particular
candy. So it is with the use of TFs in genomes to select unique genes.
Given 8 TF-genes for creating links to the next nodes and given no repeats are allowed, we can get at
most a linear cascade of 8 TF-genes connecting 9 nodes, or we can get a balanced binary tree of depth≤ log2(8) = 3, or we can get something in between. Still the nodes in this example network are limited
to 9 and the links are limited to 8.
9 Complex development requires complex networks
In embryogenesis, and more generally the development of multicellular organisms from a single cell,
there has to be temporal and spatial control of not just genes but processes and cell actions where genes
are used over and over again in different contexts in space and time. Since n copies of TFs can control at
most n nodes in a network, they are inadequate as a basis of control for the evolution and development
of complex multicellular life.
Simulations show that as the complexity of multicellular organisms increases there is to be a correspond-
ing increase in complexity of the control networks that generate such organisms. To control processes
that are repeatedly used at various points in development requires repeated use of control nodes. But
this repeated use must itself be controlled by yet another level of control. TFs alone, as we have shown,
cannot be the source of this higher level of control.
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9.1 TFs cannot generate complex networks
This result shows that TFs cannot be the source of complexity in the evolution of multicellular organ-
isms. Instead an alternative addressing system must form the foundation for the complex developmental
control networks necessary for complex multicellular life. One possibility is an addressing system based
on RNA or DNA. Both RNA and DNA sequences form ordered addresses that can match a correspond-
ing DNA addresses either directly or antisense. Given the 4 base pairs as the combinatory elements
of an address of length k, we get 4k possible addresses. Unlike TFs, the combinatory elements (T, C,
A, G for DNA and U, C, A, G for RNA) are repeatable. For short DNA or RNA sequences of length
20 this generates a very large address space (420 or over one trillion addresses). Another advantage of
this RNA-DNA addressing system is that, in addition to repeatability of the combinatoric elements that
make up addresses, whole addresses can also be repeated over and over again. The result is a highly
flexible addressing system.
9.2 Evolution of the addressing system antedates the evolution of complex net-
works
Therefore, the evolution of complex multicellular life required a switch in the addressing system from
protein based TF-addressing to RNA-DNA addressing. It may have been that ancient primitive, simple
multicellular organisms were controlled by networks based on a protein TF addressing system. Since
the complexity developmental networks based on a TF addressing system have inherent limits, the
organisms they generate would have a correspondingly limited complexity in function and morphology
and possibly have redundant, repeated substructures. Their multicellular structures would be highly
redundant if based on cascades of interlinked TFs that formed cycles of control. And, indeed we see this
in pre-Cambrian stromatolites and linear growth structures. So too, we see it in the fern like repetitive
organisms immediately before the Cambrian Explosion.
9.3 The Cambrian Explosion
The Cambrian Explosion was made possible by the evolution of an addressing system that permitted
the formation of complex developmental networks. The nodes of these networks controlled cell actions
and processes by utilizing and controlling more ancient TF based control networks that regulated the
expression of genes in the cell. The agents of cell actions are ultimately constructed using proteins
produced by the coordinated expression protein coding genes. Hence, the more ancient genetic control
by transcription factors was subsumed by higher-level control networks that were based on a more
powerful addressing system.
9.4 A subsumption architecture of genome-cell control
Thus, the eukaryotic cell that forms the basis of multicellular life has a control architecture similar to
the robotic subsumption architecture proposed by Brooks [2].
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Fig. 1: A subsumption architecture for CENE-GRN-Cell control in embryonic development
Therefore, gene regulatory networks (GRNs) based on TFs were subsumed by higher-level develop-
mental control networks (CENEs). I have called developmental control networks CENEs for control
genes, since these networks play the dominant role in determining the phenotype of multicellular organ-
isms. Thus, these CENEs or developmental control networks are more like what Mendel meant when
he discovered the units of inheritance [13].
9.5 The separation of GRNs from developmental control networks made evolu-
tion possible
The division of developmental control from genetic control separated the local control of survival of the
individual cell from the global control of multicellular development. This permitted the autonomous
evolution multicellular morphology and function from the evolution of the genetic code that controlled
local cell actions, tactics and survival. Once simple developmental control networks were formed based
on the new addressing system, they could be duplicated and modified much like genes were duplicated
and modified [9, 10]. This switch in the addressing system made complex developmental control net-
works possible. The rapid evolution of body forms in the Cambrian Explosion was based on network
duplication and modification by network transformations such as network link switching and node sub-
sumption transformations that led to different directives to the genetically controlled cells by altering
gene expression states.
With the new addressing system both the source address and the target address could be repeated. And
they could change. Hence, the disadvantages of a TF-based addressing system and the resulting control
entropy were overcome.
CENEs are interpreted and executed by the cell. I have called this the Interpretive-Executive System
or IES. While the network links control the temporal order of directives to the developing cells, the
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network nodes link to lower level GRNs that control cell actions (See figure 1).
10 GRNs are not sufficient for complex bacterial control
Real GRNs in bacteria may be purely TF based networks but they may also be in part controlled by
a richer addressing system that involves RNA [11, 12]. In fact, beyond a certain point, as the control
strategies of bacteria became more complex, the TF-based addressing system and pure TF-based control
networks would become inadequate to reflect and generate such control tactics and strategies. Hence,
even prokaryotes beyond a given complexity bound will have had to evolve and utilize a more combina-
torially adequate addressing system based on RNA or DNA. Indeed, this encoding of cell action control
may have been the evolutionary predecessor of the encoding of cell action control required for com-
plex multicellular development. The overall point is that these complexity limits of TF-based control
networks would apply even to bacterial control.
While the origin of complex multicellular life in the Cambrian Explosion required a switch in the ad-
dressing system from transcription factor control to an addressing system with capacity to match the
complexity of the evolving multicellular organisms, the actual evolution may have been more gradual
converting bacterial RNA control into a higher level RNA based developmental control network.
11 Cell physics
The physics of the cell plays a complimentary role in generating the outcome of the interpretation and
execution of developmental control networks (see [8]). However, physics by itself, without control
by the genome, leads to structures akin to mineral and crystal formation, which are highly redundant
structures often with random global and local organization. This is because physics does not contain
the global control information to determine complex morphology. This difference of physically formed
structures and structures formed by developmental control networks allows us to distinguish fossils from
mineral deposits.
12 Conclusion
In summary, the complexity of organisms requires a corresponding complexity in the developmental
control networks in the genome that direct embryogenesis. Since the links that make up networks are
implemented by means of an addressing system, complex networks require a sufficiently large address
space. Protein transcription factors (TFs) fail to provide an adequate addressing system because they
do not satisfy a fundamental assumption of combinatorics, namely their repeatability. Hence, transcrip-
tion factors cannot form the combinations required to generate a large address space. Therefore, the
ancient primitive addressing system used by pre-Cambrian bacteria had to be supplemented by a new
combinatorially more powerful addressing system based on RNA-DNA for the development of complex
multicellular organisms to become possible.
The developmental control networks based on the richer addressing systems I call CENEs (for control
genes). This new system is linked in to the older TF-based addressing system that controlled gene
expression. Thus, gene regulatory networks (GRNs) were subsumed by higher-level CENE networks
allowing CENE networks to control cell actions by controlling gene expression via GRNs.
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The relative autonomy of developmental control networks (CENEs) from the lower level cell control ex-
ercised by the TF-based gene regulatory networks (GRNs) allowed the autonomous evolution of CENE
networks without affecting the survivability of the cell. Rapid evolution of body forms became possible
precisely because increase in complexity of CENE networks did not require a corresponding increase
in complexity of the GRNs or in the controlled genes.
While cell physics plays an important role in development it is not the primary driver of diversity in
evolution, since much of cell physics is common to all multicellular organisms. The separation of
control by higher-level CENE networks from lower level TF-based networks, also explains the limited
evolution of TFs and other genes shared by most metazoans. Thus humans share most of their genes
with chimpanzees, mice, flies and worms.
The proposed architecture of networks and the addressing systems controlling the development of mul-
ticellular life also has consequences for decoding the so far hidden code in the non-protein coding
genome that makes up 95% of the human genome. The code may be universal, with slight variations, in
all multicellular life. Once this higher level control network code is deciphered, diseases such as cancer
controlled by such networks will potentially be curable by transforming cell cancer networks back into
harmless networks. So too, full control of nerve, tissue and organ regeneration will become possible
based on a new understanding of stem cell networks [14]. Thus, these results imply that we need a ma-
jor paradigm shift from a gene-centered paradigm to a developmental control network CENE-centered
paradigm in order to understand multicellular diseases, development, and evolution.
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